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The Job: 

The Peak Design marketing team is growing and we’re looking for somebody who can swoop in and 
take the reins on a number of different marketing projects and tasks. Our most pressing needs are 
below: 

Content Management: Organize our growing collection of messaging, photos, videos, and graphics. 
Manage  and coordinate how our collateral is displayed across various channels (website, amazon, 
ebay, digital advertising, email marketing) and keep all channels consistent and up to date. Manage 
our photo/video needs and backlog. Manage our outward-facing media kit. 

Affiliate & Influencer Management: Manage & grow our programs for affiliate, influencer, and 
industry engagement. Engage these folks via regular newsletters. Implement tools/processes to 
better collect and organize our contacts and make communication more frequent and automated. 

Copywriting: Our brand has a strong, unique voice. Your job will be to translate it to a variety of 
places: Amazon & eBay product listings, customer emails, affiliate newsletters, web pages, 
advertisements, social media, and more. 

Social Media: We’ve got a strong, consistent  Instagram  presence. In other places, it’s less-so. Help us 
bring  Facebook ,  Twitter ,  Youtube , and  Pinterest  up to snuff. 

We’re seeking a person who is... 

● Super organized and able to corral others to be more organized too 
● A creative, efficient writer who can channel warmth and wit 
● Familiar with some or many of the tools we already use, like Google docs/sheets, Mailchimp, 

Typeform, Slack, Trello, Jira, Dropbox, Flickr 
● Has some experience or training in marketing, communications, or project management 
● Passionate about one or more of the things Peak Design holds dear: photography, the 

outdoors, travel, the environment, social justice, diversity, public lands, Nerf skills 
● Currently in the San Francisco Bay Area or Austin, Texas 

About Us: 

Peak Design is a carry brand: we design bags and accessories that help people better carry, 
organize, and access their stuff. We launch our products on Kickstarter, where we’ve raised over 
$20M across 8 projects. We’re entirely crowdfunded—no outside investors—and that gives us the 
freedom to focus on the things that matter most to us: designing the best products, fostering happy 
employees, and taking care of our customers and natural environment. There are currently 36 of us. 
We love our jobs, we love each other, and we couldn’t be more stoked for the future of our 
company. 
 
We also believe a diverse team is an innovative team and something worth celebrating. A range of 
perspectives and backgrounds creates a stronger and more creative work environment (not to 
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mention more fun). We’re committed to equality and inclusivity across race, gender, age, religion, 
identity, and experience. 
 
We’re a great place to work—literally, Outside Magazine ranked us #12 in their  2017 Best Places to 
Work  list. Here’s what they have to say about our  company and culture . Also, check out  our mission 
to see what really makes us tick. 
 
Interested? Go to  peakdesign.com/careers  and click the APPLY TO WORK WITH US button. 
Fill out the form. Give us your best. We’ll be in touch! Let’s party. 
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